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Among the fundamcntal technical conditions of railway transport, the safety of the 
railway vehicle moving along the track is of outstanding importance. This basic condition 
requires that the railKay yehicle should be retained 'I'ithin the gauge of the track under all 
operating conditions of the track, loading and speed so that it should not be derailed by any 
normal service effects. 

This basic requirement is yalid to a greater extent for railway vehicles negotiating a 
curye because the curye may rightly be considered as a distinguished section of the railwav 
track owing to the particular' for~es applied on the raihl'ay vehicle moving along the curve and 
those acting against its safety of motion. 

The 'D.in'i' of this discus~ion is to determine these particular forces as ";eH as to examine 
their effect on the safety of railway vehicles negotiating a curve. 

Scientific preliminaries 

As early as the initial stage of rail'way transport, the follo)\'ing require
ment was raised: for the safety of motion of railway "chides, a thorough in
vestigation should be cal'l'ied out concerning the geometrics, speed and force 
conditions of the railway "ehide, the running gear, particularly its leading 
wheel pair. 

Since according to our experiences, the cur"e is a critical section of the 
rail'way track, the first prohlem to be investigated scientifically concerning 
the contact between the curve and vehicle running-gear was the geometrical 
investigation of the position occupied by the railway "ehide in the CUlTe. 

After initial experiments, the eircular- and parabolic methods - espe
cially the latter one - were established and ·widely introduced for describing 
the curve under consideration. Within the CUl'''e represented hy the parabolic 
method, the longitudinal axis of the railway vehide is perpendicular to the 
radius of the curve: the lateral dimensions and the displacements of the rail
way vehicle are represented proportionally to the real ones. So, by means of 
this procedure, it could be discovered whether a railway "ehide of a certain 
·wheel arrangement or a bogie vehicle can move along the curve under consid
eration without being wedged up between the rails. 
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But the fundamental problem in the investigation of negotiating a curve 
by a railway vehicle can be formulated as follows: even if the railway vehicle 
can traverse the curve under consideration without any stresses from geometri
cal point of "dew, the question remains as to what a position it will assume in 
the curve and what the factors will he determining this position. No answer can 
he obtained to this question from a pure geometrical investigation because the 
favourable geometrical conditions provide only the necessary but not the sa
tisfactory conditions of traversing the curve. 

Further investigations were enahled hy the examination of the balanced 
force-system acting on the railway vehicle moving along the curve in an iden
tical position (conformly). 

Accordingly, in the sense of the theory of force-conditions of the railway 
vehicle moving along the curve, as developed by numerous researchers in the 
past, the railway vehicle has generally not a pure rolling motion along the 
cur"ve. Due to this fact, through the action of frictional forces arising on the 
contact area8 of the railhead and the tread areas of the railway vehicle tyres 
moving along the curve, the conical tyre-surface of the leading wheel of the 
rail"way vehicle i8 pressed against the inside surface of thc outside rail of the 
curve "with its guiding-point A (Fig. 1). 

In a straight section there is no lateral direction friction: lateral force 
K O. But as the railway vehicle enters the transition section of the curve 
from the 8traight section of the track, tread-frictions occur, and hy their ac

tion, lateral re8ulting force K arises. The leading wheel of the railway vehicle 
is raised by resulting guiding-force K arising during its mo"dng along the curve 
and acting on guiding-point A of the railway vehicle. While this raising effect 
is less than perpendicular force Q acting on the leading wheel and loading partly 
the tread-surface of the rail, partly guiding-point A, the leading wheel pair is 
retained "\\-ithin the gauge. 

If resultant guiding-force K is exactly equalized hy gravity-force Q 
loading the leading wheel, the tyre-tread of the leading-wheel - though it is still 
in contact with the running-sllrface of the rail -, the load is nevertheless not 
transmitted through it but only through guiding-point A on the flange. As a result 
of this, there occurs a basically differing loading-state designated hy sign J. 

This force-system, though critical, hut still in equilihrium will go through 
a change if resulting lateral force K exceeds the value limited hy critical state 
of equilihrium.J hecause under these conditions the leading wheel is starting 
to leave the track of the CUTve. 

For the sake of achieving the safety of motion of the railway vehicle 
negotiating a curve, the de,-elopment of critical state j should hy all means be 
prevented. But for the fulfilment of this hasic requirement, the exact knowledge 
of the factors hringing about critical state J of guiding-point A, as well as that 
of their effects is needed. 
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Fig. 1 

Though it was estahlished hy respective investigations that force-vectors 
determining critical state J of guiding-point A include lateral force J( and per
pendicular ·wheel-force Q, the kno'wledge of K was insuffici;:-nt for the dynami
cal characterization of guiding-point A. At the same time, the magnitude and 
the feature of the other factors remained unknown. 

This prohlem was tried to he solved by a method considered as approxi
mative. With this method applied, though the force-equilibrium similar to 
critical state Ll could be determined in case speed V = 0 and guiding-angle 
a .,.:.. 0, but no information could he provided ahout either the quality or quan
tity of the force effects producing equilihrium in critical state Ll in the case of 
motion along the curve at a speed V and 'with guiding-angle x ~ , 0. :Neither 
could the force conditions of critical state J he determined in an experimen
tal way. 

As a summarization, it can be stated that due to the accepted theory of 
the railway vehicle moving along the track, statements have heen made both 
of the geometrical relationships of the railway vehicle moving along the track, 
and the effect of the wheel-tread frictions made on the rising of lateral force J( 

of the leading ·wheel, and finally, the basic importance of critical state of equi
lihrium Ll of guiding-point A has been stressed in ensuring the safety of the 
railway vehicle negotiating a curve. 
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In spite of its partial results, the running-gear theory applied widely ·was 
not ahle to develop a procedure solving the two fundamental prohlems despite 
repeated efforts. These two hasic prohlems are: 

1. What are the factors resulting in critical state L1 of the leading ·wheel? 
~. What is the process-mechanism of the factors leading to the develop

ment of critical state L1 ? 
·With these hasic prohlems unsolved, the approximation theory of the 

railway vehicle negotiating a curve could be neither exact nor complete, and 
as a consequence, it could not direct practice expediently and effectively either. 
The main prohlem of the safety of railway transport has heen left unsolved up 
to no"w. 

}letlwd of investigation 

The aim of investigation is unchanged: 
1. Determination of the factors resulting in critical state of equilihrium 

J of the leading wheel of railway vehicles negotiating a curve. 
2. Determination of the processes used with these factors by which crit

ical state L1 is developed. 
The t·wo main requirements of the new procedure are: completeness and 

exactness. The requirement of completeness demands that all the decisive 
factors should co-operate in the solution of a problem. While the requirement 
of exactness demands that the factors determining the prohlem should be tak
en into consideration not with their assumed or approximate values but with 
the exact ones. Critical state L1 of the rail"way vehicle does not allow any ap
proximate or rough procedure because otherwise the unsafety of operation 
"'\vould not he diminished hut increased. 

The introduction of new concepts, denominations and designations be
came necessary hecause "'\\ithout them the exact description of the examined 
processes would not have been possihle. 

This task had to he started from" a". 

The position of guiding-point A 

Since the railway vehicle is deprived from the conditions of pure rolling 
when negotiating the curve, under the action of the frictional forces arisen on 
the contact areas of the wheel-tYTe and the rail-head, the conical surface of the 
leading wheel of the railway vehicle negotiating a curve is pressed against the 
inner surface of the outside rail of the track in the curve at guiding-point A 
(Fig. 1). 
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In Fig. 2 the following are sho,m: if the leading wheel axis of the railway 
yehicle does not fit the diTection of radius Rg of the guiding-circle g of the curye, 
then, as a consequence, guiding angle a is resulting at guiding-point A. 

The straight section of the railway track is connected to its curved sec
tion by the transition curye of yarying curyature. Befme the transition curve 
would join the curve of constant radius, on the initial section of the former there 
already occur initial guiding-point A o' guiding angle ao and meridian-plane 
]1,[ 0 owing to the deYeloping curvature of the initial section of the transition 
curye. This guiding-point Ao starts from its position in the meridian-plane, 
moyes along the transition cux-,-e and after entering the curved section of the 
railway track appears as guiding-point A, located at the point of the consti
tlIent of guiding-cone m in meridian-plane .M ·where guiding-circle g comes into 
contact "ll"ith guiding hyperbola h (Fig. 2). 

Cl 

Cl 

Fig. 2 

Mo-dng along the curve of constant radius Rg, guiding-point A is situated 
in meridian-plane lv[ at an "anticipation"-distance e from meridian-plane H of 
the leading wheel guiding-cone (Fig. 2). 

"Anticipation"-distance e is calculated from the equation of hyperbola 
h (Fig. 2): 

1 

after differentiation: 

• b2 X 
V'=-·-
./ a2 y 
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hence reckoning with 
y 

x 

b'l to-2 (J I 
--=~; 
a2 y' y' tg fJ 

the following result is obtained: 

ye. tg /3 tg fJ D 
--=---- = - = - = SIn er = -- = -- = t<r jJ tg cc 
x . tg fJ r A rAy' tg Y " ~ 

Thus the functions of interest of "anticipation" angle are: 

sin er: = tg /3 tg cc 

cos cp x 

e rA sin rp = r.-'. tg 1"3 tg cc 

The speedaconditions of guidingapoint A 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Lateral force K arising owing to tread-friction S of the railway vehicle 
wheels negotiating the curve presses the guiding-cone of the leading 'wheel 
against the inner surface of the outside rail of the curve at its guiding point A. 

The railway vehicle moves along the curye at a speed V. The speed of 
guiding point A is V, so at guiding point A frictional force S arises, the direction 
of which is given by resulting speed Ve. Now, the speed conditions of guiding 
point A should be determined. 

Figure 3 shows the resolution of the speeds at guiding point A into its 
components, as 'well as the composition of the latter with resultant sliding 

speed Ve' 
Speed-component co:;; x (I-cos cp) i:;; perpendicular to meridian-plan NI. 

On the guiding-cone projection at the top right of Fig. 3, resultant Va of 
speed-components cos cc' sin er: and sin cc lies within cone constituent OA, i.e. in 
meridian-plane lv! hecause formula I taken into consideration: 

tg {} 
sin x 

I , D = -- tg cc tg p = tg ,u 
tg cc 

The aim of further examinations is to find out 'whether resultant speed V. 
of guiding point A lies 'within tangent-plane E fitting cone-constituent OA. 

To solve this prohlem three points lying 'within tangent-plane E should 
first he determined (Fig. 4). One of these is apex-point 0 of the guiding cone, 
the other one is guiding point A and the third is point B. 

The coordinates of guiding-cone apex-point 0 are: 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

The coordinates of guiding point A are: 

. r 
r . SIn rp,)'z = --~, ':;2 

tg p 
r • cos rp 

The coordinates of point Bare: 

r o 
sin rp 

The coordinates of the end-point of resultant speed V. are: 

x = r . sin r .-:... cos x (1 - cos rp) 

93 
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r 
- sin x 

.::; = - r . cos er - cos x sin ef 

Speed V" of guiding point A lies within tangent plane E fitting cone
constituent OA in the case if coordinates x, y, Z of resultant speed Ve satisfy the 
equation of the plane determined by points 0, A and B, i.e. if coordinates 
x, y, :::; of resultant speed V" satisfy the condition of the vanishing of the follow
ing determinant: 

: x --", 
D = ; x.) x~ 

)" }'l 

.";2 - ,,1'1 

~\' 3 \ ~ 

;: '::1 0, the propel' values substituted, 

• X3 - x~ 
the following condition results 

-·1 

r sin er cos x(l - cos 
r 

-:- r . SIn x (r cos If - cos x sin er) 

r . sin rp I' 
-I' cos q; =0 

r r o 
sin er 

"With the calculations performed, it is ohvious that condition D = 0 is 
really satisfied, so resultant speed V, lies within tangent-plane E fitting cone
constituent OA (Fig. 4). 

According Fig. 3: 
the speed-component lying within guiding-cone constituent 0..4. in meridian
plane .M is: 

1 r • 2. ., . 0 sin x 
l'n = . SIn 0:: - cos-x SIn- rp = -_._--
- . . cos (3 

(4) 

the speed-component perpendicular to guiding-cone constituent 0..4. and me
ridian-plane 1\1 is: 

Ut = cos x(l - cos q) 

the resultant speed is: 

v. = COS'l. 11 (I-cos rpF +- tg2'l. + sin2rp = 

= cos 'l. VI - 2cos rp + cos2rp + tg2'l. + I - cos2rp 

v. = COS'l. V2(1- cos rp)+ tg2 'l. 

(5) 

(7) 
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The trigonometrical functions of angle care: 

• Vb cos x(l - cos (p) 1 - COS(P 
SIn c = - = ---:;;::::::;::::=====;====:==-

L'e cos x 1-2(1 cos q:) -'- tg2 x f2(1 - COS(r) tg2 7. 

v 
cos c = ~ 

re 

1 r • 'J I ') ." , SIn- X -T- cos- x SIn-r 

cosx1'2(l-COS(p)-i-tg2 x 

cos X X 1 7. 

cos xr2(l-cos-;:rf:::Ctg2-~ = / 2(1--cosr)+tg2 x 

Vb sin c 
tg c = - = --- = -:======-'C=-= 

V r. cos c 

The force-conditions of guiding point A 

(9) 

(10) 

Figure 4 illustrates the force-system applying on guiding point A of the 
leading wheel of the railway vehicle in the critical state of equilibrium Lt of the 
leading 'wheel, -when the leading wheel tyre comes into contact 'with the run
ning surface of the rail without loading it becau:::e weight Q of the leading wheel 
is acting only upon guiding point A. 

The entire force-system can be divided into two groups: 
1. Force D.1 = Q.1' sinCf!.1 lY.1 ' :::inc.1 perpendicular to meridian-plane 

.zvI acts only on the axle-box, the ,-ector of torque: lY.1 . sin C.1rc:: lies within the 
axis of the driven wheel-set. 

2. Balanced force-system Q.1 cos T.1 -'- K.1 -'- lY.1 -'- S.1 0 lies "within 
meridian-plane Jl becanse: \\-heel-force component Q.1 . cos er: .1 lies within me
ridian-plane ",vI, 
lateral force J( .1 is parallel to the wheel-axis anc11ies within meridian-plane J.t 
railhead reaction-force .1Y.1 is perpendicular to plane E fitting upon meridian
constituent m, and S.1 = cY.1 . .u cos I' j 

Critical factor of safety: b..l 

According to the equilibrium-diagram in Fig. 4: 

----='---- = tgL3 - Qj), hence: 
Q..l . cos ({.J 

[co::: ({jtg [p - Q.JJ]-l where according to Fig. 4: 

7 
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, J 
>:, 

Fig. 5 

Qol = arc. tg(.u· cos col)' "whereby: 

b - Q.J _ [ [0 (" ))] 1 .J - - cos riltg jJ - arc. tg f-l. COScil -
Kol 

(11) 

X.J = guiding-angle 

;3 = guiding-cone apex angle 

,il = friction-coefficient 

V Si1l2rp.J -1- tg2 Cl: 
cos C.d === _. ,... ? 

2( 1-co"rp.J) tg-Xil 

If {J = 60e and /-1 0.27, then: 
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'..1 OJ= Q..1 
K..1 

0 
I 1.001 
:2 1.002 
3 1.004 
4 1.007 
.5 1.012 

10 1.048 

Effective factor of safety 

If gravity-force Qc and guiding-force Ke is applied on the leading wheel 
of the railway vehide, the effective safety factor of the leading wheel is: 

If Qc > Qc or Kc < K", the safety of the railway vehicle increases with 
the simultaneous increase in safety factor: be> be' 

If Q e < Q e or Ke > Kc, the safety of the rail"way vehicle decreases with 
the simultaneous decrease in safety factor: be < be' 

From the point of view of the results achieved in this paper, the following 
can be emphasized: 

Critical safety function: [bJ = ;~J is complete and exact. 

The resolution of critical safety function: [b ..1= i~ ] = F(IX,p:,Ll:) into the 

partial functions enahles then' effect to he examined separately by means of the 
variation of the factors determining function: b.<1' thus e.g. that of guiding angle: 
IX or guiding cone: {3. Since there are a great number of functional-relationships 
to he derived in this way through the variation in the values of the factors, 
for the sake of detecting these functional relationships and their technical ap
plicability, it seems inevitable to adopt new, effective procedures on a wide 
scope. 

Examples for the application of the safety factors 

The determination of the critical and effective safety factors of the railu:ay vehicle 
negotiating a curve 

If given: 
Radius of curve Ra, 

the wheel ar~angement of the running-gear of the vehicle, 

7* 
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vertical force on the leading wheel: Q1 and if guiding-angle: CX Ll and later
al force K = KLl helonging to it are determined hy calculations or construc
tion, then with the help of Q Ll' from formula (ll) the 

critical safety factor: [b ~ = i~J can he determined. 

If Q 1 > Q Ll' then the effectiye safety factor of the yehicle: 

b" = Q1 > Q~ 
- Q.d KLl 

ensures ayoiding derailment; 
If Q1 < Q LJ' the effectiye safety factor of the yehicle is: 

b - Ql/QLJ 
e - Q.d -" KL! 

consequently, the leading wheel derails. 

Locomotive design 

One of the hasic tasks of the locomotive-design is the determination and 
possihle increase of safety of the rail"way locomotive negotiating a curve. 
Let he given: 

Radius of curve Rg , 

Wheel-arrangement of the running-gear of the locomotive, 
vertical leading wheel force Q1' 
If guiding angle:?: and lateral force K = KLJ helonging to it are deter

mined hy calculations or graphical methods, and QLJ has heen determined from 
formula (ll) and Q1 > Q.d is valid, then: 

is the excessive force equalizing the centrifugal force arising in the curye and 
the lateral force originating from the wind pressure. 
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